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Glass ceramics containingYb3+, Er3+ codopedBa2LaF7 nanocrystals were fabricated viamelt quenchingmethod and the subsequent
heating treatment. The formation of Ba2LaF7 nanocrystals in the glass ceramics was confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and
transmission electron microscope (TEM). The spontaneous upconversion (UC) emission and the stimulated counterpart as a
random lasing action of Er3+, which were related to the characteristic transitions of Er3+ ions, were achieved in the Yb3+, Er3+-
doped Ba2LaF7 nanocrystals embedded glass ceramic hybrid. Furthermore, the absorption spectra verified the surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) band of Ag, which precipitated from the matrix glasses as Ag nanoparticles (NPs). By incorporating Ag NPs in the
glass ceramic hybrid, spontaneous UC emission intensity of Er3+ in visible region was significantly enhanced, while the threshold
of the random lasing was decreased from 480 to 350 nJ/cm2.

1. Introduction

The integration of novel luminescent nanometer materials
into glassy matrix can bring about new and promising optical
hybrid materials and photonic devices in recent years [1].
Great enhancement of optical emission efficiency was real-
ized in fluorosilicate glasses by the growth of the lanthanide
doped fluoride nanocrystals embedded in the glass matrix
[2]. Lanthanide-containing UC nanocrystals have become
distinct candidates for biomedical imaging, anticounter-
feiting, biological sensing, solar energy management, data
storage, and 3D volumetric displays, which enable higher-
energy emissions in the ultraviolet to visible spectral range by
upconverting two or more near-infrared excitation photons
[3, 4]. Once lanthanide ions are located inside the fluoride
nanocrystals, they will be in the low phonon energy envi-
ronment. So the multiphonon relaxation rates can be signif-
icantly reduced from some excited states [5, 6]. Oxyfluoride
glass ceramics combine the favorable properties of fluoride

crystal (low refractive index and phonon energy) and the
oxide glasses (high chemical stability and large solubility of
rare-earth (RE) ions). Thus, oxyfluoride glass ceramics have
potential applications in the fields of luminescence applica-
tions and laser [7].

Er3+-doped UC materials are popular due to their high
luminescence quenching concentration compared to other
rare-earth ions. In addition, Er3+ ions have a large spectral
overlap with Yb3+, and Yb3+ ions can absorb the photons of
980 nm effectively. Therefore, Yb3+ and Er3+ codoping mate-
rials can enhance the UC efficiency through the energy
transfer, which demonstrated that the Yb3+ and Er3+ codop-
ing materials exhibit excellent luminescent properties. SPR
arises by the collective oscillation of electrons on the metal
nanoparticles, which can have either beneficial or deleterious
effect depending on the position of the SPR peak and the
distance of the luminophore from the metal surface [8, 9].
Recently, SPR has been energetically used to improve the
emission efficiency of luminescent materials and devices.
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Figure 1: (a) DSC of 0.5 Ag sample. (b) XRD patterns of glass ceramic samples with different Ag concentration.

For example, the photoluminescence (PL) intensity in the
dye-doped polymers [10], CdSe quantum dots [11], Si quan-
tum dots [12], ZnO films [13, 14], and InGaN quantum wells
[15] was improved significantly due to the SPR excitation. In
contrast to the continuous efforts to spontaneous emissions,
little knowledge has been known in the stimulated counter-
parts. However, the incorporation of metallic nanostructures
into optical gain media may lead to a breakthrough of laser
devices, that is, to beat the diffraction limit with regard to
both of the physical dimension and optical mode size [16].
Besides, the enhanced local field occurring in hot spots is par-
ticularly important to trigger low threshold lasing resonance
because it can locally enhance the pump rate of gain media
[7, 17].

Thus, in this work, Yb3+, Er3+-doped Ba2LaF7 glass ce-
ramic as an effective UC material was synthesized via con-
ventional melt quenching technique and the subsequently
heat treatment. Besides, a nanosecond laser pumped random
lasing action has been achieved in the silicate oxyfluoride
glass ceramics containing Ba2LaF7 nanocrystals. By incorpo-
rating Ag NPs, spontaneous UC emission intensity of Er3+ in
visible region was drastically enhanced, while the threshold
of the random lasing decreased significantly from 450 to
350 nJ/cm2.

2. Experimental

The glass ceramic samples were prepared according to the
following composition (mol%): 45SiO2-15Al2O3-12Na2CO3-
20BaF2-6.5LaF3-1YbF3-0.5ErF3 doped with 𝑥 wt% of Ag2O
by the conventional melt quenching technique (𝑥 = 0,
0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7), denoted as 0 Ag, 0.1 Ag, 0.3 Ag, 0.5
Ag, and 0.7 Ag. About 10 g of original material was fully
mixed and then melted in an air atmosphere at 1500∘C for
45min. The crucible was covered with an alumina cap to
avoid volatilization loss. The molten glass was cast into a
carbon plate maintained at about 300∘C. The glass samples
were annealed at 500∘C for 8 h to avoid internal stress. The

obtained glasswas thermally treated at 670∘C for 2 h to induce
crystallization.

XRD was performed using a D8 Focus diffractometer
(Bruker) with Cu-K𝛼 radiation (𝜆 = 0.15405 nm) in the 2𝜃
range from 20∘ to 70∘. The UC photoluminescence spectra
in the wavelength range of 450 to 700 nm were recorded by
using a HITACHIF-7000. Fluorescence spectrophotometer
was under the excitation of 980 nm laser diode with the
power of 2W. The absorption spectra were recorded in the
wavelength range from 350 to 600 nm using a Model U-
4100 Spectrophotometer. To detect the nucleation and growth
of Ag NPs, a TEM (JEM-2100) operating at an accelerating
voltage of 200 kV was used. For the laser measurement, a
Continuum Panther EX optical parametric oscillator and a
355 nm frequency-tripled Continuum Powerlite DLS 9010
Q-switched Nd: YAG laser were used to generate 980 nm
pump pulses of width and repetition rate of ≈6 ns and 10Hz,
respectively. The laser beam of diameter equal to 8mm was
focused on the surface of the glass ceramics by a cylindrical
lens with focal length of 100mm. Light emitted from the
side of the glass was recorded by an optical fiber connected
to a spectrum analyzer (Oriel MS257 monochromator with
spectral resolution ≈ 0.1 nm). The sample was placed in a
temperature regulating chamber with N2 (Linkam DSC 600
stage system). For the sample under pulse excitation, the
temperature rise was negligible due to the influence of the
optical pumping. However, for continuous wave excitation
samples, the average temperature of the samplemust be offset
18 K.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1(a) shows the differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
spectrum of the 0.5 Ag sample. As can be seen in this
figure, there are three temperature parameters: the glass
transition temperature (𝑇𝑔) located in the vicinity of 574∘C
and temperature of two crystallization peaks (𝑇𝑐1, 𝑇𝑐2)
located at the vicinity of 630∘C and 745∘C. According to the
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Figure 2: (a) TEM micrograph of 0 Ag sample: the inset is the SAED pattern of the 0 Ag sample. (b) HR-TEM image of 0 Ag sample: the
inset is the enlargement of HR-TEM image of the corresponding sample. (c) TEM micrograph of 0.5 Ag sample. (d) HR-TEM image of 0.5
Ag sample: the inset is the enlargement of HR-TEM image of the corresponding sample.

differential thermal analysis (DTA) results analysis, in this
study, all the prepared glasses were heat-treated at 670∘C for
2 h to precipitate nanocrystals. Figure 1(b) displays the XRD
patterns of the samples by modulating the Ag concentration,
respectively. All the diffraction peaks of the samples are
in good agreement with hexagonal Ba2LaF7 (the standard
JCPDS 48-0099). No second phase is detected in the XRD
pattern, revealing that the high purity cubic phase of Ba2LaF7
has been fabricated.

The TEM micrograph of the 0 Ag sample in Figure 2(a)
demonstrates that Ba2LaF7 nanocrystals with the diameter of
7–12 nm distribute homogeneously among the glass matrix.
HR-TEM image of Figure 2(b) shows the presence of clear
and resolved lattice fringes of 0 Ag sample. The inset in
Figure 2(b) is the enlargement of HR-TEM image of the
corresponding sample. As shown in the inset of Figure 2(b),
the interplanar distance between the adjacent fringes is deter-
mined to be 0.427 nm, which matches well, respectively, with
those of the (111) plane of the cubic Ba2LaF7. The TEM image
of the 0.5 Ag sample is shown in Figure 2(c), indicating the
presence of near-spherical NPs distributed homogeneously
in the glass matrix with the particle size of about 2 to 4 nm.
Figure 2(d) is the HR-TEM image of 0.5 Ag sample and the
enlargement of HR-TEM image of the corresponding (the
inset of Figure 2(d)). It shows that the interplanar distance
between the adjacent fringes is determined to be 0.261 nm
ascribed to the (200) planes of Ag. Thus, it is unambiguous

evidence that Ag NPs are randomly distributed in the glass
matrix.

Figure 3(a) shows the UC photoluminescence spectra of
0 Ag, 0.1 Ag, 0.3 Ag, 0.5 Ag, and 0.7 Ag samples pumped by
980 nm with 60W/cm2 excitation density. The characteristic
green (540 nm) and red (658 nm) emissions, corresponding
to 4S3/2→

4I15/2 and
4F9/2→

4I15/2 transitions of Er
3+, respec-

tively, are simultaneously observed. The UC emission inten-
sity is greatly improved with increasing concentration of
Ag2O, and the maximum enhancement is realized when
the concentration of Ag2O is up to 0.5 wt%. Then, the UC
emission intensity decreases with further increase of Ag2O
concentrations. The inset exhibits the absorption spectra
of the 0 Ag, 0.1 Ag, 0.3 Ag, 0.5 Ag, and 0.7 Ag samples.
Absorption bands attributed to 4f-4f transitions of Er3+ ions
corresponding to transitions starting from the ground state
to the excited states are observed. As shown in the inset,
the absorption spectra of the sample with Ag2O show a
distinctive band centered at 420 nm that is attributed to the
SPR associated with the Ag NPs [18]. The primary reason
for such fluorescence intensification of RE ions which is
attributed to a local field enhancement induced by SPR of
metal NPs has been accepted [19–23].

In order to investigate the dependence of theUC emission
intensities on the Ag2O concentrations in detail, the emission
decay curves of the 4S3/2→

4I15/2 transitions of Er
3+ in the

series of Ag doped samples were measured under the 980 nm
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Figure 3: (a) UC luminescence spectra of samples with different Ag concentration under the excitation of 980 nm laser diode: the inset is
absorption spectra of samples by modulating the Ag concentration. (b) Room temperature luminescence decay curves of 4S3/2→

4I15/2 (Er
3+)

transition of the 0 Ag, 0.1 Ag, 0.3 Ag, 0.5 Ag, and 0.7 Ag samples.

excitation, as displayed in Figure 3(b). The effective experi-
mental lifetime can be evaluated as follows:

𝜏eff =
∫ [𝐼 (𝑡) ∗ 𝑡 ∗ 𝑑𝑡]

∫ [𝐼 (𝑡) ∗ 𝑑𝑡]
, (1)

where 𝐼(𝑡) represents the luminescence intensity at time 𝑡
after the cut-off of the excitation light. The lifetime of the
transitions of 4S3/2→

4I15/2 is determined to be 0.400, 1.122,
1.459, 0.982, and 0.732ms in the 0 Ag, 0.1 Ag, 0.3 Ag, 0.5
Ag, and 0.7 Ag samples, respectively. The lifetime decreases
after the first increase, and the variation tendency agrees
well with the change of UC luminescence intensities of green
emission.The lifetime result is an evidence of an accelerating
energy transfer from Yb3+ to Er3+ with increasing Ag NPs
content [24, 25], which indicates that some energy transfer
from fluorescent Ag NPs to Er3+ cannot be totally ignored.

Interestingly, microcavities can be realized by randomly
embedding Ba2LaF7:Yb

3+, Er3+ nanocrystals inside the glass
and random lasing action can be achieved in the glass
ceramic. The optically pumped spectra of 0.5 Ag sample
were collected under the 980 nm nanosecond laser beam;
it was found that the Ag NPs decorated glass ceramics
containing Ba2LaF7 nanocrystals exhibit a similar optically
pumped random lasing characteristic as the corresponding
glass ceramics without Ag. Figure 4(a) shows the lasing
characteristics of the glass ceramics with the decoration of
Ag NPs under different 980 nm pulsed excitation power at
room temperature. As the pump energy exceeds an excitation
threshold, 𝑃th, of 385 nJ/cm2 (i.e., kink of the light-light
curve as shown in Figure 4(b)), one sharp peak emerges from
the emission spectrum. In addition, further increase of the
excitation intensity increases the number of sharp peaks. In

this case, the sharp peaks represent the formation of closed-
loop paths for light (i.e., the realization of microcavities
due to the coherent optical feedback from the Ag NPs).
Figure 4(b) provides a direct proof of the central role of
local field enhancement in the emergence of low threshold
lasing resonance, and the threshold of the lasing decreased
from 480 to 350 nJ/cm2 with decorating of Ag NPs. It can
be safe to say that the enhanced local field occurring in hot
spots is particularly important to trigger low threshold lasing
resonance since it can locally enhance the pump rate of gain
media [26, 27]. The corresponding plot of Fourier transform
spectrum, as shown in Figure 4(c), exhibits periodic features,
indicating the formation of closed-loop paths, and the round-
trip cavity length of the randommodes inside the glass hybrid
is ca. 9.81 𝜇m. The inset of Figure 4(a) is the photograph of
the 0.5 Ag under the excitation of 980 nm nanosecond laser.
It is clearly seen that a collimated output beam is emitted
from one of the edge facets from the glass. The green spot
projected behind a lens represents an output beam of lasing.
This indicates that the output beam is highly directional and
spatially coherent at a particular direction.

4. Conclusions

The spontaneous UC emissions intensity of Er3+ is drastically
improved with the Ag NPs emerged in Ba2LaF7 glass ceramic
for the contribution of the SPR and some of the energy
transfer from Ag NPs to Er3+. Meanwhile, the stimulated
emission as a random lasing action is achieved in this hybrid
material. It is found that the incorporation of Ag NPs is
advantageous in reducing the threshold of the lasing action.
Therefore, the new class of hybrid glasses allows for fiber-
based devices to be developed for photonic applications or
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Figure 4: (a) Emission spectra of 0.5 Ag sample under different pump intensity of 980 nm nanosecond lasers: the inset is the photograph of
0.5 Ag sample under excitation of 980 nm nanosecond. (b) Integrated emission intensity of 0 Ag and 0.5 Ag samples versus pumping energy
density. (c) Plot of Fourier transform (FT) patterns of the lasing spectra of the 0.5 Ag sample.

as a useful tool for tailoring light-nanoparticles interactions
study.
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